






Beneath the Sand

Beneath the sand are skies
And beneath the skies are lashes
Beneath the lashes are eyes
And beneath the eyes is an island
And beneath the island is blue
And beneath the blue, tell me, tell me,
Beneath the blue L.A.U.R.A.
Beneath the blue is the dawn

Buried under the sand
Buried under the sand, gold,
Buried under the
Gold buried under the sand
Buried
Buried under the sand
Buried under the
Gold buried under the sand
Buried
Buried under the sand, gold

Beneath the dawn is our aura
And beneath our aura there’s him and her
Beneath him and her is the moon
And beneath the moon is honey
Beneath the honey is a bed
And beneath the bed is the sky
And beneath the sky, tell me, tell me,
Beneath the sky she lies sleeping

Buried under the sand
Buried under the sand, gold,
Buried under the
Gold buried under the sand
Buried
Buried under the sand
Buried under the
Gold buried under the sand
Buried
Buried under the sand, gold

Beneath the sky is a storm
And beneath the storm are lovers
Beneath the lovers is the horizon
And beneath the horizon is the ocean
Beneath the ocean there are tears
And beneath the tears there’s blood
And beneath the blood, tell me, tell me,
Beneath the blood there are waves
And beneath the waves is the wind
And beneath the wind is the sand
And beneath the sand, tell me, tell me
Beneath the sand, quicksand

Buried under the sand
Buried under the sand, gold,
Buried under the
Gold buried under the sand
Buried
Buried under the sand
Buried under the
Gold buried under the sand
Buried
Buried under the sand, gold



Lasso

Lasso
If  he’s through with it, if  he’s an asshole
Send out an S.O.S., launch the attack
Hoist it up to the sky
Aces high
Let the fool drop it

S.O.S.
Hoisted high
If  he’s through with it
Oh, hoist, launch the attack
If  he’s an asshole
Attack
Let the fool drop it
Throw it into the sky

Lasso
If  he’s through with it, if  he’s an asshole
Send out an S.O.S., launch the attack
Hoist it up to the sky
Aces high
Let the fool drop it

If  he’s an asshole
Attack
Let the fool drop it
Throw it into the sky
S.O.S.
Hoisted high
If  he’s through with it
Oh, hoist, launch the attack

Lasso
If  he’s through with it, if  he’s an asshole
Send out an S.O.S., launch the attack
Hoist it up to the sky
Aces high
Let the fool drop it

And if  you’re through with it too
Send out an S.O.S.
And if  he’s through with it too
Hoist it up to the sky
And if  you’re through with it too
Launch the attack, yes!
And if  he’s through with it too
Launch, oh joy!

Lasso
Hoist it up to the sky
Aces high
Let the fool drop it
Lasso
Send out an S.O.S., launch the attack
Hoist it up to the sky

Launch the attack
High ho
Launch the attack
High ha

I’m through with playing this role
And I’m so through that I hoist the lasso
I’m through with playing that role
And I launch the attack, high ha

I’m through with playing this role
And I’m so through that the lasso slips
I’m through with playing that role
And I throw the ace in the asshole’s face



Fountain of  Milk

Where does water go?
Where does the soul go?
Where do the sap and our tears vanish?
Where to go?
Here? There?
HA-L-E-LU-I-A
Where he is lit, where there’s light

And here I make
A fountain from him
And here I am
A fountain of  milk

And so I swallow him
Beneath the bed and the trees
The bird sings ecstatically
Downstream, oh desire!
White lava, water of  life!
Opal, oh oui!

And here I make
A fountain from him
And here I am
A fountain of  milk





The Wolves

I lead the wolves
Lead the wolves
I’ll deal with it
I lead the wolves
Lead the wolves far away from you

I won’t go
To the riverbank
I won’t go
If  my lover’s not there

I lead the wolves
Lead the wolves
I’ll deal with it
I lead the wolves
Lead the wolves far away from you

The white ones go away
All along the river
The white ones go away
The red ones will stay



I Don’t Mince My Words

I don’t mince my words

If  once in a while I get struck
By a flash of  chocolate eclair
I usually think twice
Before I dip my finger in
To an apple marmalade
Prepared a capella
At the piano stove

If  the mere sight of  honey
Is enough to clear my voice
Your granny’s aspartame
Won’t sugarcoat
My anger at seeing the princess
With a G.M.O. pea

I don’t mince my words

If  I sometimes take great delight
Before devouring my prey
I take it easy
Like cats do
And play guessing games
As I lick seven times
Your sweet skin

If  cooking comes from the heart
Music comes from the stomach
And if  I like tripe so much
It’s because these trips are mine
And to prove how true I am
I’ll write with a straw full of  syrup
On the cafe’s tablecloth

I don’t mince my words

In the name of  Castafiore’s  
   artichoke heart
In the name of  the Tarantella  
   and steak tartare
Of  strawberry coulis and echoes of   
   my voice

I don’t mince
I don’t mince
I don’t mince
My words



Twix

If  you plant a Twix in the ground
If  you plant a Twix a Twix in the ground
If  you plant a Twix in the ground
If  you plant a Twix a Twix in the ground
Nothing will grow, nothing more
Than the dust of  a piece of  plastic
If  you plant a Twix in the ground
Nothing will grow but dust

If  you plant a Mars in your greenhouse
If  you plant a Mars a Mars in your greenhouse
If  you plant a Mars in your greenhouse
If  you plant a Mars a Mars in your greenhouse
Nothing will grow, nothing more
Than the Field of  Mars, a field of  war
If  you plant a Mars in the ground
Nothing will grow but a field of  war

If  you plant an apple in the ground
If  you plant an apple an apple in the ground
If  you plant an apple in the ground
If  you plant an apple an apple in the ground
She will grow well and tall and proud
And she will nourish the earth the whole year round
If  you plant an apple in the ground
She will nourish the earth the whole year round

You won’t get anything
If  you plant a Twix in the ground
But if  you plant an apple
You’ll get something to eat all year round



Night on My Feet

Sleep
While my man is sleeping
While my man is sleeping
Sleep
While my city is sleeping
While my city is sleeping
Sleep
While the moon is sleeping
While the moon is sleeping

I stay awake
All night

Sleep on my feet
While my soul sleeps on my feet
While my soul sleeps
Sleep on my feet
While my country sleeps on my feet
While my country sleeps
Sleep on my feet
While my shadow sleeps on my feet
While my shadow sleeps

I stay awake
All night
On my feet



Swimming Pool

I’m the joyless girl
After the party’s over
A weightless tear
A box with no letters
I’m a bar pool
A hotel pool
On my azure coast
Weak souls are washed up
My saliva smells of  chlorine
My bed is too clean

All crowded and mixed up
Where crimes are committed
I’m a pool of  blood
A pool that knows
How to keep quiet and pretend
That I am being paid

She has lost so many
That she makes men feel free
As for me, men hit themselves
Against my rigid edges
I’m a pool of  tears
A pool of  sorrow
A pool half  empty
A pool half  full

They say that men dive into her
As well as rivers
And that she even has a shore
And that children bathe there
She’s a pool of  sand
A pool of  salt
Just before the holidays
I wish someone could take me there
I want to

Go to the sea
Go to the sea
Go to the sea
Go to the sea



Daddy’s Girl

Daddy’s girl
Daddy’s girl
Daddy’s girl
Daddy’s girl

Slowly I became a big girl
And I come to you with a roll of  the hips
As I arrive
A strange animal
Places a string of  pearls
On my brow

Daddy’s girl
Daddy’s girl
Fly up high, your daughter down here
Has become a woman, Daddy
Daddy’s girl
Daddy’s girl
Fly up high, your daughter down here
Is watching the flames, Daddy

One by one in the aisles of  the temple
I greet the blossoming trees
As I leave
A breath in the branches
Places a kiss
Sweeps away your ashes

Daddy’s girl
Daddy’s girl
Fly up high, your daughter down here
Has become a woman, Daddy
Daddy’s girl
Daddy’s girl
Fly up high, your daughter down here
Is watching the flames, Daddy
Daddy’s girl

You raise me
I raise you
You’re rising up
I’m rising

Daddy’s girl
Daddy’s girl
Fly up high, your daughter down here
Has become a woman, Daddy
Daddy’s girl
Daddy’s girl
Fly up high, your daughter down here
Is watching the flames, Daddy
Daddy’s girl



Tongue

tongiletingyletangyle

I leap and I dance in silence
So languorously
That they think I’m much longer
And slower than a thousand-beat trance

Supple
I’m supple

When I flag I hide myself  away
And I eat a mango with gusto
If  white wine is tempting me
In my palace I sway joyfully

Drunk
I am drunk

As time flies
As the wind blows
I’m waiting in the shadows

My saliva throws out little ink jets
Against teeth
I tease, I carry
The air from the belly and from the ocean
Eloquent

Breath
I am breath
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